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MUSIC
Mr Trevaskiss writes:
Music touches the very heart of
our humanity and a sense of the
wonder of music has been with
us throughout history. Often for
many pupils, the music they love
will be part of the story of their
lives. I remember buying my first
single (‘Going Underground’ by
the Jam for those of a certain age),
playing pieces in various music
groups when I was very young
and hearing my O Level set works
for the first time. It is the wonder
of music that my own narrative
would place Bach’s Cantata
‘Wachet Auf’ alongside the music
of The Jam with me loving them
both in equal measure.
In studying music, it is a chance to try to
understand, perform and create music using our
capacity to respond aurally. A music education
must also cherish that which cannot be easily
described with words. It is that elusive quality or
‘that bit’ we remember and we don’t really know
why that connects to our inner being
in an almost spiritual way.
Cont. Over
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Picture taken prior to COVID-19
In Year 7 pupils learn the basics of musical notation and the language of how to try to respond to the music we hear. The
importance of accuracy and the need to understand the highly ordered way in which music is communicated underpins the
rest of the study of music at school and beyond. We do this primarily through the learning about the Elements of Music. Our
music vocabulary is very much subject specific and the adjectives to describe each element need to be carefully applied.
Here we see
examples of
our knowledge
organisers that
form the basis
of Year 7 and
our pupils have
to concentrate
and work hard to
secure them, even
if they don’t like
doing tests!
Responses to
music always relate
to the elements at
all levels. The GCSE
work annotating
this traditional
folk song refers
everything to
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an element of music. The
difference being that the
level of depth and complexity
required is now more
demanding. Similarly, we see
this at A Level in this example
of analysing a song from a
musical.
There is a real rigour and
discipline to learning about
music but when you get
to apply the theory to the
practical then it starts to
become much more fun and
rewarding. Practical projects
take time however, and its
easy to lose track, get stuck
or know what’s next so we
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have developed a ladder system of formative assessment that
is proving very popular and highly effective with pupils. Here
you will see an example from the Year 8 minimalism project.
The pupils use computer software to eventually compose a
multi layered complex piece of music using several minimalist
techniques. Perhaps telling them this at the start would be a
little daunting so our project grows organically.
Pupils have demonstrated a great tenacity and have been highly
motivated to move on up the sheet achieving ever highly levels
as they go. Important as levels are, the real joy is the satisfaction
of creating an entirely original and unique piece of music that
sounds sophisticated and professional. It’s a shame we can’t
hear some here because that’s the most important thing about
music!
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PERFORMING ARTS
SHOWCASE
Get involved with Performing
Arts! Sing in a choir, perform
a piece of drama, combine
movement and singing in
musical theatre or do a solo.

Enjoy being a part of a team
and experience the roar of the
audience!

Make great memories by
performing in concerts,
showcases and at other events
both in school and in the
community.
Picture taken prior to COVID-19
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Headteacher’s
Welcome

I do hope our Year 7 and Year 8 parents found our recent Parents’ Evenings
informative and helpful. If your child is in either of these year groups then you should
have already received their school report, which includes not only information with
regard to academic progress, but rewards (as mentioned last week), their reading
age and information about the curriculum and topics they will be learning about in
each of their subject areas.
Our MyLearning site, that many children will have used during the pandemic, is still available and continues to provide our
children with a wealth of teaching, activities and assessments linked to each subject. It is, for our children, a resource that
allows them to undertake additional study, not only into a subject, but also specific topics and lessons where they feel
additional study would be helpful.
Year 11 have an additional resource in GCSEPod. This site hosts short animated videos on specific topics and content that
can be watched or listened to when pupils have a few spare minutes. I know from previous years that as children have
arrived on the bus in the morning, many have taken the opportunity to listen to the podcasts. The site is not there to replace
traditional revision techniques, as taught through the Woldgate Tutorials, but to supplement whatever method your child
prefers. For those who do opt to undertake comprehensive revision, we are in no doubt of the difference this programme
can make – with it having already demonstrated a notable impact in previous examination years both in school and
nationally. With over 5,000 streams already watched this year by our children and 80 key podcasts downloaded, I’m looking
forward to seeing the usage build towards the examinations.
Cont. Over
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GCSEPod usage: Please note that the number of children studying a specific
subject do vary.
For our Year 7, Year 8 and
now Year 11 the MyLearning
site and, for those
approaching examinations,
GCSEPod provide a great
way to supplement studies
and learning. MyLearning
provides access to taught
material delivered by your
child’s subject teacher
at Woldgate School and
GCSEPod delivers short,
fun and interactive pods
with assessments, to
track learning and test
their knowledge. Either
way, children have a great
opportunity to access great
content.
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Key Dates
Spring Term 2022
Tuesday 4 January –
Thursday 17 February
Monday 28 February –
Friday 8 April

Summer Term 2022
Monday 25 April –
Friday 27 May
Bank Holiday –
Monday 2 May
Monday 6 June –
Friday 22 July

Staff Training Days

Do have a good weekend.

Friday 18 February 2022

Mr J Britton
Headteacher

Monday 25 July 2022
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Governor Vacancy
Melbourne Primary School is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership. The Local
Governing Body at Melbourne Primary School has two Governor vacancies – at
this time we are not looking to recruit parent governors as all parent governor
vacancies are full.
Governors play a key role in the school. Working as a team to provide support
and challenge and influencing strategies. We are hoping that members of the
community will nominate themselves or others and help us by contributing
ideas and influencing decision making.
Outlines of procedures for nominations are set out below but please feel free to
contact me directly to talk informally about being a School Governor.
The Local Governing Body is made up of parents, teachers and other members
of the community. Twice per term the Governing Body meets to support the
work of the school, and together with the Head of School is responsible for
making sure that the school provides a good standard of education for pupils.
If you would like to become a Governor please contact me using the following
email address: kfoxton@mcps.org.uk
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Holocaust
Memorial
Day 2022
27th January marked the
anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest
Nazi death camp. Each year we
remember the six million Jews
murdered during the Holocaust,
the millions of people killed under
Nazi Persecution and in subsequent
genocides in Cambodia, Rwanda,
Bosnia and Darfur.
This year’s Holocaust Memorial Day theme was “One Day”. This can be
interpreted in different ways: many survivors tell of how one day changed
their lives forever, but also there is the hope that one day fear of prejudice and
hatred will be gone.
In school, Mr. Barratt’s Stars assembly focussed on this theme and the lives
still affected by prejudice and hatred.
We also welcomed YoYo, (York Schools and Youth Trust) into some Year 9
Religious Studies lessons on Monday 24th January to help pupils consider in
more depth the feelings of those affected by the Holocaust. The first group
learnt about the Weisse Rosen Resistance Group who refused to give in to the
Nazis. The pupils used the story of Sophie Scholl to write poems and thoughts
about a young person faced with a very difficult decision.
The second group found out about Dietrich Bonhoeffer and again created a
response in poetry to his stand against Fascism. Finally, the third group heard
the story of Corrie Ten Boom, who despite losing friends and family in the
Concentration Camps, felt that she had to shake the hand of a guard when she
met him later in life, because he asked her for forgiveness.
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The image shows a creation from the Woldgate School Art Department
some years ago as their response to Holocaust Memorial Day .
In Religious Studies lessons throughout the week, pupils considered the Kindertransport and those children who lost
everything, but we saved by generous citizens round the world who took them in as refugees in order to save them from the
gas chambers. Pupils coloured in flames, the symbol of the Holocaust Memorial Day with thoughts about who and why we
remember.
The Holocaust threatened the fabric of civilisation, and genocide must still be resisted every day. Holocaust Memorial Day
is an opportunity to learn more about the past and take action to create a safer future, whilst honouring those whose lives
were changed beyond recognition.
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We are us
I can see the faith,
I can see hope,
I can see everything that I want to complete,
I can see a blank piece of paper,
I can see a pen adjacent to the piece,
I can hear the persuasion of life or death,
I can hear the creak as persuasion is given
I’m doing the right choice,
I am choosing life or death,
Am I doing the wrong thing,
Should I give up,

Of great merit,
character and value

Over many years, a number of pupils in Year 9 have had the
opportunity to visit Beth Shalom Holocaust Centre and Museum
as part of their Religious Studies’ lessons. Through exhibitions,
artefacts and guided visits they have learnt first-hand the horrors
of those who can no longer speak for themselves.
At Woldgate School, however, we have had the enormous
privilege of hosting a visit each year from Mr Arek Hersh. At age 11,
Mr Hersh was taken by Nazis to a small church in his hometown
of Sieradz along with his family and members of the Jewish
community. There, he was separated from his family and would
never see them again. Mr Hersch survived his time in two ghettos
and several Concentration Camps, before being liberated at age
16. Almost all of his family were murdered. Mr Hersch now shares
his testimony with pupils and does everything he can to counter
assertions that the Holocaust was just a ‘detail of history.’ Despite
his age, we hope that he will be able to visit us again soon.

Should I live my life and stop,
Or should I prove them wrong,
What should I do,
We should have rights,
We should have a say in things,
We should prove them wrong,
We should have freedom,
We shouldn’t have a choice to pick life or death,
We shouldn’t be treated like animals in a zoo,
This is not right,
This should be changed
This needs to be solved,
This needs to end,
This is not how we are supposed to be treated,
We are human,
We are not animals,
We are us.
Michelle Chi 9HSM
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Lower
School

Ms Minton writes:

It has been wonderful to
see Form groups across
Year 7 and Year 8 talk
about the ‘Random Act
of Kindness Challenge’
that has been launched in
Lower School Assemblies
this week.
This is a chance for pupils to reflect on
how they can get involved in acts of
value that make others feel happier.
It would be wonderful to hear of what
pupils have been up to so please do
send in any photos or details of the
Random Acts of Kindness you may
have experienced at home- it would
be lovely to share them! More details
of the challenge are on ClassCharts.
Ms Minton
Head of Lower School

My Love of Skating
By Sebastian B
I first started ice skating when
my Primary School had the
option for learn to skate.
Then one Sunday, when I
finished skating with my
family, we went to watch the
Nottingham Junior Ice Hockey
Team in action.

Cont. Over
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As soon as I watched my first game of Ice
Hockey, straight away I knew that I wanted
to play this game. I then started the ‘Learn
to Play Ice Hockey’ session, which taught
me the basic techniques that I would
require. Unfortunately, the pandemic hit,
and skating was cancelled but I didn’t
give up!! I started roller blading in the car
park and practising my stick handling on
my driveway. Then as we moved from
Nottingham to Pocklington, I started
session at Planet Ice in Leeds, where I
continued the learn to play ice hockey.
After a couple of sessions, I was asked if
I wanted to try out for the Leeds Knights
Junior Ice Hockey team, that train twice
a week for approximately 2 hours. This
would give me the opportunity to learn
more advanced skating method and game
tactics. I have been playing for Leeds
Knights u14s team since September, where
my love for the game has grown even
more; we have travelled to towns as far
as Blackburn to play league games on a
Saturday or Sunday, each game consists of
three 15-minute periods.
So far, my best moment is when we
travelled to an Ozone tournament in
Bracknell, where I scored my first goal
which took the team to the final which we
won! This was a great start for our new
team and so far all is going well in our
league games as we have play 9 games and
won them all.

Hopefully, if this good form continues,
we could win the Junior League!
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Upper School

Life After Death – by Eve O’ Brien
– Winner of the Art Competition!
It is always lovely to hear that our staff continue to inspire our young pupils by giving
them the confidence and practical skills to go beyond what they ever believe that
they could achieve!
It is with great pride that Eve O’ Brien’s mum has written to us about Eve’s extraordinary achievement with her Art. She has
sent a special ‘thank you’ to Miss Burrows who has worked with Eve and who have encouraged her to continue to excel.
We thank Eve, her family, and Mrs. O’ Brien for allowing us to share her pride in Eve’s Achievements. Eve is a modest,
conscientious and most amazing Year 11 pupil – Eve, today we are proud to celebrate you.
Mrs I Atkinson:
Head of Upper School
Mum writes:
In November, Eve took part in an Art Competition
through Bowes Museum at Barnard Castle. The
competition was to produce a piece of artwork
under the title ‘Regeneration’. The winners would
then have their work displayed alongside artist Martin
Kinnear’s exhibition, of the same name.
Just before Christmas we were told that Eve was
a Winner in her age category! Her Artwork will
now be displayed in the museum alongside Martin
Kinnear’s from the 22nd of January to 25th April. Eve
was invited to the museum at the weekend where she saw her artwork displayed and also met with Martin Kinnear. It was a
wonderful experience for her, but Eve was far too modest to tell anyone.
After talking to Martin and his wife Jane, they were keen that Eve should make her Art teacher aware, so here I am doing so thank you Miss Burrows for having helped to develop Eve’s confidence and practical skills enough for her to enter. Recently,
at her college interview the tutor told Eve that her portfolio was extraordinarily strong!
We are happy with all the support that Eve continues to receive. We are so proud of her, and it is important to recognise
when young people do well.
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Sixth Form

Miss Smith writes:
Over the last two weeks I have had countless conversations with
Year 12 and Year 13 students regarding their future choices. As Year 13
receive offers from the universities they have applied to, they are carefully
weighing up course and location options. Furthermore, Year 12 are starting to think
about courses they may wish to study, this is particularly true of our Year 12 early
entry cohort.
Since starting in January I have met each Year 12 student individually who is considering applying for an early entry course
to determine how we can best support these students. Early entry courses include medicine, veterinary sciences, dentistry
and courses at Oxford and Cambridge. Students wishing to apply for one of these courses need to submit their application
by October 15th each year. During these meetings I have been continually impressed by the range of student interests, the
research already completed by these students, their ambition and determination in addition to the incredible results they are
projected to achieve.
This commitment to achieving high expectations is evident not only when speaking to students but when I drop into lessons.
Last week I had the pleasure of dropping into Mrs Reid’s Biology class as they were receiving their latest test scores, I heard of
the fantastic progress all students are making. Special commendation at this stage must go to Year 12 student Tom, who hadn’t
dropped a single mark to ensure a score of 100% and received a round of applause from his peers.
Students, like Tom, are clearly dedicated and have developed real passion for their subjects and this is also evident outside of
the classroom as students apply their knowledge outside of the classroom setting. As evidenced by Year 12 student Daphne
who was highly commended in an essay writing competition earlier this week. Daphne’s essay below truly demonstrate the
passion that students within the Sixth Form develop towards their subject.
Miss K Smith
Head of Sixth Form
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Sylvia Plath:
Suffering, Intimacy and Illness
The 20th Century served as, arguably, one of the greatest eras to produce writers. From
Nabokov with his controversial (yet extremely impactful) works, to Woolf, one of the most
recognisable female writers to this day, the 20th Century became the incubator for iconic
plays, prose, and poetry.
Many literary critics argue that George Orwell, the infamous political writer who wrote texts
such as ‘Animal Farm’, and ‘1984’, should claim the title. While his work has certainly become
influential within audience’s political outlooks, some deeming him a ‘literary saint’, with his
habit of being able to immerse a reader to such an extent, that their ideology is reformed
afterwards. Yet, the first time I attempted to read ‘1984’ at the young age of twelve, it was almost
incomprehensible to the developing mind, and here lies Orwell’s flaw. His work is meant to
be processed, analysed, and devoured, by that of an educated mind -readers well into their
education, who have a developed understanding of literature. His words often lack to touch
wide audiences who do not possess these characteristics. It also does not help that Orwell
himself did not conform to the ideas reflected in his work, context exposing how worthless
his words become, changing the perception of a text as one of honesty, to that of almost a
fraudulent nature. Thus, I disagree with a large majority of literary critics.
In contrast, Sylvia Plath is a writer of whom many may not recognise. Her life was ended early,
through suicide in 1953, yet I believe, it makes her work more influential. To write poetry about
suffering in poems such as ‘Daddy’, or her ‘hard to read it simply as fiction’ novel ‘The Bell Jar’,
Plath bares herself to the reader, creating intimacy with anyone and everyone; her words are a
reflection of herself, to be judged as any other human. What Orwell lacks is a sense of intimacy
with his readers - the need to emphasise relatability. His prose capitalises on the fear of the
people, Plath’s is fear. With her prose and poetry (though more primarily poetry), she became
a more dynamic writer, with literature available for people of all stages in education. Poetry is
shorter, and it is not difficult to simply read, nor understand its surface. It’s her brutal realism,
mixed with ambivalence within her literature, which creates such an accurate representation
of something all people face: pain. Whether that be loss of a parent, marriage issues, or mental
health. It should also be noted that after her death, her work increased in popularity, and
posthumously led the postmodernist area of confessional poetry, alongside her husband Ted
Hughes. Plath’s works have been referenced in shows such as ‘Gilmore Girls’, and have become
a main recommendation from creators on ‘BookTok’, displaying how her influence is multigenerational, as well as the influence she has even now, as one of the main female writers of
the 20th century.
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Meet the
Teaching Assistant
Mr Jones our new Woldgate Teaching Assistant has been
settling into school life well and still has a smile on his
face! Thank you for all your hard work so far Mr Jones.
Mr Jones joins the team with a wealth of experience,
especially in motivation and encouraging pupils, in his
own words ‘What makes me happy? Knowing that I have
been able to make a positive difference, no matter how
small, to a young person’s life.’
The pupils have enjoyed getting to know Mr Jones and
appreciate his support. See below to get to know Mr Jones a
little better!
Name:
Mr Jones

Favourite meal:
My favourite meal has to be a Roast chicken dinner.

A fact you may not know about me:
I joined the junior leaders’ regiment, Royal Engineers at 16
years old and later transferred to the regular Army at 18.
During my time in the Armed forces, I became an Army
Physical Training Instructor as well as seeing Active service
on four occasions.

Current book I am reading:
I tend not to read novels instead opting for training articles
or instructional books.

What makes me happy:
Just knowing that I have been able to make a positive
difference, no matter how small, to a young person’s life.

What I think is great about Woldgate:
The great thing about Woldgate is its ethos to learning and
how it involves the parents in this.
Favourite holiday destination:
My favourite holiday destination is Fig Tree Bay in Cyprus.

What is your specialism:
My specialisms revolve around physical training, especially
weight training as well as construction, which I helped
teach at Scarborough TEC for about 11 years.

What is the best part of your job:
The continuous challenge that it presents, no one day the
same.
Thank you for all your hard work Mr Jones, from all of
us at Woldgate School.
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Accelerated Reader… The results are in!
Total words read: 21,872,770 (+ 1,515,086 since last week)
Reader of the week: Riley T (7SAM)
Year group leader boards (words read since September)

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

1. 7RPA – 1,410,940

1. 8SJW – 1,621,028

1. 9JMR – 2,688,395

2. 7BER – 1,365,139

2. 8DLN – 1,163,636

2. 9HTA – 1,717,052

3. 7NTE – 1,210,818

3. 8BSC – 995,906

3. 9HSM – 1,158,572
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MEMORY L ANE

This week’s Memory Lane photograph is from 1958. These are the staff that
taught at the school in its early days. If you look closely you can see the bench
the back row of staff are standing upon.
If you recognise any of the staff—perhaps they are relatives or they taught
you please contact us to share your memories. Please contact us at office@
woldgate.net
Next week we will review a photograph from the 1960s.
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To do this we will:
Always be honest and fair.
Show respect to others by the way we speak to each other and present ourselves.
Value our School, the Dining Room, classrooms, displays, equipment and our facilities.
Develop the knowledge, skills and conviction to play an eﬀective role in our local, national and

SOCIETY

global communities.

Of great Character.

Know our personal and academic targets, support others with
their learning and stay on task to maximise our progress.

T

To do this we will:
Bring the correct equipment to lessons, including our planner.
Arrive on time for lessons.
Know our targets for each subject and understand what we need to do to improve.
Access impartial advice and careers guidance to help us make informed decisions, develop our

TARGETS
M

A family of schools
with shared values

Value our community, individual liberty and show mutual
respect and tolerance.

S

C

NG P
A

H

This half term, Year 8 are completing a unit of
work from the Careers programme. This unit of
work ties in with their options process. Pupils
will be exploring which careers can link with
particular subjects and what those subjects
can lead on to. In addition to this, they will be
introduced to the idea of the local labour market
so that they can begin to think about the range
of jobs available in the Humber region.

NI

NERS

Mr Barrett writes:

R

RT

STARS Update

REACH
FOR THE

A

09:48

O

10/08/2017
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1
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Reach for the STARS Posterv6 copy.pdf
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ambitions and aspirations, plan our future, and prepare ourselves for the world of work.

Of great Merit.

Y

CM

Always wear the correct uniform and take pride in our
appearance.

MY

CY

CMY

K

A

To do this we will:
Take pride in our uniform and ensure we always look smart and professional.
Wear the correct uniform at all times.

APPEARANCE
Of great Value.

R

Careers update

S

achievements, developing our own self-conﬁdence and self-esteem.

Respect the rule of law and take responsibility for our own
behaviour and learning.
To do this we will:
Concentrate, listen to the teacher and one another; follow instructions and work hard.
Do our homework quickly and return it on time.

RESPONSIBILITY
Of great Character.

Be ambassadors, by wearing our uniform with pride, in and outside of school.
Take pride in our personal identity, culture and history, value ourselves and celebrate our

Ask for help if we don’t know what to do.
Develop our spiritual, moral, cultural, mental, physical and ﬁnancial awareness, in order to
understand our society and help us prepare for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences
that await us in later life.

Be safe, sensible and mature. Never seek to cause another
harm through our words or actions.
To do this we will:
Always treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves.
Never swear, hit or bully anyone or use oﬀensive language.

For pupils in Year 11 that are considering an alternative to A Levels,
SAFETY
I would like to draw your attention to an event happening at
Bishop Burton on Saturday 12th February 10 am to 2pm. This is the
Bishop Burton T Levels launch event. T Level are a full-time post
GCSE qualification that blends classroom and real-world experience. You will have a chance to chat to tutors about
the qualification as well as tour their facilities. Bishop Burton offer T Levels in bricklaying, plastering, management and
administration, education and childcare and health. Please visit the Bishop Burton College website to register.
Of great Value.

Be considerate to members of our wider community, as well as safe and sensible,
whilst travelling to and from school.
Develop the knowledge, skills and attributes to keep ourselves healthy and safe, and
prepare ourselves for life and work in modern Britain.

National Apprenticeship Week 2022
Next week is National Apprenticeship week. In order to increase awareness of apprenticeships pupils will be looking at
apprenticeships in the STARS lessons and as part of their assemblies for the week. There are a host of virtual talks and
presentations planned to be delivered by various organisations and businesses. Please see https://amazingapprenticeships.
com/ or https://www.nationalapprenticeshipweek.co.uk/ for more information and how to register for any talks that may
be of interest to pupils or parents.

Local Market Information
Local Market Information provides pupils and students with information about different employment sectors in the Hull and
East Riding area. The information will inform pupils and students what jobs there are in that sector in the local area, as well
as provide information career pathways, salaries and trends in employment. This week, we look at the Public Sector.
Around 5% of employment in the Humber region is linked to the Public Sector, employing around 21,000 people. In Hull and
the East Riding, the biggest employers are Hull City Council and East Riding Council. Both authorities report shortages in a
number of occupations, and with 27% of the workforce over the age of 55, there has never been a better time to consider a
career in this sector.
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Types of Job

National
Average Salary

Economic
Development Officer

£22,000 to
£50,000

Civil Engineer

£24,000 to
£80,000

Police Community
Support Officer PCSO

£17,500 to
£23,250

Facilities Manager

£17,500 to
£23,250

Payroll Administrator

£15,000 to
£28,000

Highways Maintenance

£16,000 to
£40,000

Trading Standards
Officer

£19,000 to
£90,000

IT Support

£16,000 to
£35,000

The

Disclaimer Aspire-igen staff have researched the web links referenced in this publication. However, website information can
change rapidly. Aspire-igen does not endorse organisations or accept any responsibility for the content of external sites.

Opportunity
Centre
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tten their password?

child has logged in before they should have a
me and password to sign in with.
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Downloads
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Rewards
Acts of Great

Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit,
character and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and
achievements are recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils
understand these core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and
a successful life, and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT

169,185

CHARACTER

11,220

VALUE

18,589

TOTAL
HOUSE
POINTS:

89,980

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for
exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute
to each House reward total:

House rewards since the start of the year:

64,211

66,160
67,016

60,445
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Acts of Great Merit

Acts of Great Value

The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially
deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an
outstanding assessment outcome.

The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those
acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence,
to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week
are:

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week
are:

Year 7:		

Guy Beasley

Year 7:		

Emma Adams

Year 8:		

Seth Watson

Year 8:		

Jack Benson

Year 9:		

Harriet Shaw

Year 9:		

Olivia Simpson

Year 10:

Molly Randle

Year 10:

Kyran Freeman

Year 11:

Jen Cadwallender

Year 11:

Ethan Beck

Year 12:

Harry Cook

Year 12:

Melanie Sissons

Year 13:

Matilda Moorse

Year 13:

Nancy Child

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example,
demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.
The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this
week are:
Year 7:		

George Dale

Year 8:		

Bayley Jones

Year 9:		

Tilly Jackson

Year 10:

Chloe Massey

Year 11:

Helen East

Year 12:

Harrison Banks

Year 13:

Charlie Town

www.woldgate.net

@Woldgate

Please discuss these values with
your child, and do regularly look
at your child’s rewards on the
ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter
and weekly pupil briefing
highlights examples of our pupils
demonstrating each of these
values, and we encourage all of
our pupils to embody each of
these values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs L Cavanagh

Mrs A Carlill

Miss G Parkin

07790 987139

07980 702715

07790 987137

lcavanagh@woldgate.net

acarlill@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Mr M Elwers

Mrs H Cross

Mrs S Clark

07790 987131

07790 987142

07790 987009

melwers@woldgate.net

hcross@woldgate.net

sclark@woldgate.net

Family Outreach Worker
Mrs C Wright
07790 987007
cwright@woldgate.net
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